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About This Game

Into the Far North we shall take you -- as far as we can by the means of computer
role playing...

UnReal World is a unique combination of roguelike roleplaying game and survival simulation set in the Far North long, long
ago. Throughout the years, UnReal World has been praised for its depth, realism, atmosphere and immersion. The game is

completely open-ended and you decide whether you wish to lead a life of a fisherman, a hermit searching for the peace, a brave
adventurer, a rough hunter, a trapper or a tradesman.

As a member of one of the nine different cultures you'll enter a detailed and enchanting iron-age game world in which northern
folklore, knowledge and way of life play an important part. The world and mechanics of the game are highly realistic, rich with

historical atmosphere and emphasized on survival in the harsh ancient wilderness.

A wide world with vast forests, mires and mountains to roam and watercourses to row is randomly and procedurally generated -
and you can live off the land and explore it on very detailed level. Track animals, set traps, hunt with bows and spears, tan hides,

go fishing, pick berries, cook food, sleep in a temporary shelter or build a log cottage, trade with the villagers, craft items,
interact with cultures near and far -- and so much more.

A few of the key features:
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 turn-based and open-ended - think before you act and live off the land as you please

 random world generation for endless replayability

 intricate procedural world full of wonders both mundane and extraordinary to explore on very detailed level

 no character classes but nine different cultures to choose from

 skill based system including multitude of skills from cookery to hideworking, from herblore to tracking

 detailed terrain generation with diverse and accurate northern vegetable kingdom

 convincing northern animal kingdom with species specific behaviour patterns and feeding relationships modelled in
detail

 keep in touch with the spirit world and the supernatural guardians of nature

 find excitement in surviving everyday life and the quest for success in the harsh ancient wilderness

 detailed combat (and hunting) with many tactical options and galore of weapon, battle experience and combatant related
factors resulting in vivid and rewarding struggles

 no "hit points" but detailed generation of injuries such as bruises, fractures, tears and cuts to specific body locations

 injuries rated to determine their effect to physical activity

 craft items from weapons to traps, build constructions for temporary shelter to log cabins

 moddable crafting, building and flora

 and so much more. Everything is up to you...

The initial UnReal World Steam release doesn't feature Steam goodies such as achievements, trading cards or cloud saves but
there's no end in sight and all of those will be considered in the future.

UnReal World is the longest living roguelike game of all times. It was first released in 1992 and has been continuously maintained
and developed ever since.

Over the years we’ve seen dozens and dozens of new UnReal World versions each of them being complete games of their own, and
still there is no end in sight to working with updates and new versions. UnReal World Steam version out now is the third evolution

of the game (3.*) and a great deal of updates, enhancements and new features to it will follow.

You can get to know it more and test for free at http://www.unrealworld.fi
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ENG:

Otherwise, a good game, but the game is too difficult for many and difficult to approach.

FIN:

Muuten hyv\u00e4 peli, mutta peli on liian vaikea monille ja vaikeasti l\u00e4hestytt\u00e4v\u00e4.. Great game and the usual
GTA experience.. A classic shooter with an immersive environment. The voice over's interjected throughout the game offer a
sense of tactical realism. The interface is clean but customizable. Weapon selection is quick and straightforward, you don't get
bogged in silly customizations and personalization options that drag most other shooters down.

The ability to do the missions you want in the order you want them is enjoyable. There is a true sense of mission progression in
a larger strategic goal, not just going out on the field to kill things.

The BOT AI is surprisingly sophisticated and can be down right vicious at times. The bots seem to adapt to the weapons you
bring on the mission which is unique among most shooters of today. This gives the game a variability that is a welcome change
from the on rails shooters with bots that do the same thing over and over.

The ability to pilot vehicles is a nice touch. Controls are simple and easy to use and allow you to turn you vehicles into weapons.
I like the fact that the vehicles themselves incur damage and are not indestructible.

All in all a decent game and a steal at it's current price. I recommend it for anyone who enjoy a classic first person shooter. It's
hours of fun and I look forward to updates and the evolution of the game which I'm sure will come given the reputation of other
HyperKat games.. great game to pass time. great for lossless fullhd records
easy to use. I really recommend Ra\u00b2 if you like to challenge yourself. It's hard to master all the levels with a 3-point rating.
In any case, it takes a lot of perseverance and sensitivity. The more complex levels also require a good memory. If you like it
even more challenging, you should try to climb up the leader board.

The difficulty arises out of the rapid changes in\u2026

control (tractor beam vs. repulsion beam)

location of the ball (portals, acceleration fields, \u2026)

map orientation or rather gravitational direction

game situation (precision vs. speed)Trifles like the atoms with their correct atomic number (regarding the number of
switches) show the developer's love of detail. Furthermore, there are letter achievements for writing funny words into
the showcase of your profile.. Fantastic platformer. Every time you progress deeper into the depths of the cave there will
be new elements and puzzles you'll need to solve to progress further. Only qualm I have is that I wish there were more
levels! Definitely earned a fan for life. 10\/10
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A good, fairly quick stealth game with a few minor control quibbles.

First, the stealth is very clean. All sight lines from guards, cameras and sentry guns are always present. You also see how far
noise travels when anything makes noise. Guard patrols tend to be short so you can figure out patterns quickly. Distractions,
especially thrown objects, are kind of finicky. I greatly disliked the throw controls on my 360 controller. It just felt unintuitive.

Even though many levels are quite large, they are usually totally linear. They are more like a puzzle with a single solution. Avoid
guards. Move friendly NPCs where they need to be. Sometimes you need to put out fires. Usually cameras and sentry guns need
to be shut down.

Later in the game you encounter boss battles that are unnecessary but not too difficult.

It has very limited replayability as the levels are linear and there are only 2 endings based on a single binary decision.

. The core mechanics are way too plain for the game to orbit around them for so long without expanding them
The idea that as you progress the enemies are the ones who level up instead of you sounds interesting in paper but its executed in
a very mediocre way. Well-balanced tower defense set inside an especially compromised immune system.

Tower upgrades and improvements include the usual suspects, with a decent difficulty curve.

DYL is not genre-redefining but is evident of solid design (frame rate drops on busier maps notwithstanding).

- Skinny from the Fat B*stard (curator link). Actually a really fun and good looking Dungeons and Dragons MMO.
Unfortuantely its completely Pay to Win which really ruins the end game experience.. 15 minutes in and I love this game
already. It's like the lovechild of Gauntlet and Golden Axe that I wish my Sega Saturn had. Also, and this is the first time that I
think I have ever been able to truly say this about a game, Carl Orff is rolling over in his grave......with giggles probably. Great
stuff.
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